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Panang-kai [the fruit 1, Nonku [the kernel] (Tamil); Pootpady,
Poottaly, Ponthy, Talam (Poetical Tamil); Tatechutta [the tree],
Potutadu [the male tree], Pentetadu [the female tree], Bonda
[the young tree], Tatikaya [the fruit], Tataku [the leaf], Nungu
[the edible part of the fruit] (Tel.) ; Panuguera, Palmeira machn
brava (Portug.); Jager-Boom, Weingeevende Palm-Boom (Dutch)
Palmyra Palme (German); Rondier (French).
description.—Trunk attains 100 feet in height and 2-3 feet
in diameter, black, swollen above the middle and again contracted
upwards, while young covered with dry leaves or the bases of
petioles, old stems marked with the black narrow scars of the
petioles, near the ground with a dense mass of long rootlets
Leaves 3-5 feet in diameter, palmately fan-shaped, rigidly coria-
ceous, many-cleft into lanceolate or linear 2-fid lobes: segments
60-80, shining, folded along the midrib, with spinuiose margins;
petiole 2-4 feet long, stout, semiterete, edges with hard horny
spinescent serratures; ligule short.
Male spadix simply branched, sheathed with many imbricated
spathes, each vaginated at the base, but soon splitting into a
long, concave, pointed, boat-like sheath, in substance very strong
and fibrous; when young they are covered with a soft, downy,
rust-coloured substance; (sometimes in the lower axil of the
sheaths there is a bundle of smaller sheaths, forming a spathe
like that now described, but without spadix). The superior 4
or 7 sheaths embrace each ramification of the spadix, each
ramification ending in 1-3 cyliiidric spikes, beautifully imbricated
with innumerable bracts. The lower and shorter ramifications
of the spadix universally composed of 3 spikes spreading from
each other in the same plane and distant from each other at the
points about 3-5 inches, the middle one extending from 2-3
inches beyond the other two. One or two of the higher ramifi-
cations sometimes divided into only 2 spikes and occasionally
consisting of one only. These spikes are 12-15 inches long,
while the lower ones measure only 9-12 inches. The bracts of
the spikes are broad, wedge-shaped, retuse, adhering by their
lateral margins to the keel or back of the next above, forming
a cavity for a second spikelet of about 10-12 small, sessile
flowers; seldom more than one expanded at a time, beginning
with the uppermost, so that there is a long succession of them.
Flowers of spikelets arranged in 2 verticial opposite rows,

